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The Story

DR. CLARE WYATT, a brilliant young specialist, decides to leave her hospital work to assist Professor Laurience, under whom she had studied abroad. Clare herself is in love with Dick, son of Lord Haslewood, newspaper proprietor and patron of science. Dick is unwilling that Clare should work for a "crazy scientist."

Clare arrives at the Manor House where she is met by Clayton, a helpless cripple kept alive by the skill of Laurience. The Professor explains that he has discovered how to drain the electrical motivating energy from the living brain, leaving the body inert. He experiments on live chimpanzees, proving that he can abstract the motivating content of a brain, hold it for a while as an electrical charge and then return it to the brain.

Lord Haslewood, Dick's father, offers Laurience the use of his beautifully equipped laboratories on the conditions that the results of his experiments be embodied in a paper and read before the Royal Society.

Laurience accepts and reads his paper to the Royal Society. They scoff at him and the meeting breaks up. Consoled by Clare, Laurience tells her that he has the power to command eternal youth. He offers this to her if she will love him. Haslewood interrupts their conversation. He is furious with Laurience for making a fool of him and refuses to allow the scientist to continue work in the laboratories.

Laurience, unhinged by Haslewood's criticism, decides to change the rich man's brain with that of the cripple Clayton. The experiment succeeds and from this point Haslewood has the brain of Clayton, and Clayton assumes the brain of Haslewood and the magnate's blustering manner. In the scene that follows, Clayton (with the mind of Haslewood) dies.

At the laboratory, Laurience tells Clare his intention of becoming young again—a young body with his own brain. He catches sight of Dick waiting outside for Clare and decides in his mind that Dick shall be his victim, hoping thus to win Clare's love.

Dick, unaware of the sinister change that has taken place, talks with his "father" and unconsciously reveals that the real Haslewood suffered from a weak heart. Clare guesses what Laurience has done and openly accuses him. Laurience begins to realise his danger. He goes to see Haslewood (Clayton's mind) who realising that, owing to his weak heart, he has not long to live, demands that Laurience shall transfer his mind to a young healthy body. Laurience, however, decides to get rid of Haslewood and strangles him. He then lures Dick to the laboratory.

Laurience tells Dick that he has murdered his "father." so that the blame will be fixed on Dick when he assumes Laurience's body. The mind transference is carried out. Clare arrives, recognizes Laurience's eyes in the body of Dick and rushes into the laboratory. Laurience, with Dick's mind, in trying to get to the window, crashes through to the pavement below. Clare manages to perform the operation necessary to transpose the two minds. Dick is restored to normal and Laurience sinks back and dies, but not before he has commanded Clare to destroy all the apparatus. This she promises to do.
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